Sara Thomas-Hall
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Véronique Cornille
Wednesday, 28 July 2021 8:08 am
watercareapplication
Watercare Hearing - My Concerns

Thank you, Sara.
I am really sad I cannot now be involved at the hearing as I do feel a very real kaitiaki responsibility. I would ask
that this email be filed with my submission (and tabled for the board to read). My concerns are:
1.
That because I cannot now attend it could preclude a site visit by the Board to the Delta, ie from the Tuakau
Bridge down the river at least to the area where
the islands cease downstream.
I cannot see how it is feasible to come to any conclusion without seeing, in reality, the Delta. I was brought up
along the river, with the river, on the river, in
the river. Yet, until I joined the Harbour Master by boat among the islands and through the channels of the
Delta, in more recent times, I could not
profess to understand the intracacies.
Most of the Delta cannot be seen or experienced from the road.
2.
I have asked that a NZ Herald article that appeared post my submission be attached to it, as evidence one way
or another. I have not heard that a way was
found to accommodate it.
3.
It concerns me that, at a time when Greta Thunberg has put the world on notice that she is holding adults
accountable for their degradations of the
planet, it does not seem that comment from the children and youth of the river has been enabled.
Children and youth do not have the power, but they do have the right to be informed and enabled.
Under UN Convention on the Rights of Children Articles 12 and 17 how can an outcome without their input be
valid?
"Having your say – participate and be heard (Article 12)
You have the right to have your views heard, considered and taken seriously in a way that is appropriate given
your age and ability, especially when
decisions are being made that affect you."
'Your right to information (Article 17)
You have the right to be informed. This means having access to information that you can understand, trust
and that's important for you to know".
We borrow the planet from the young and they too are stewards of the natural environment.
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How has it come to this? The "needs" of Auckland versus the needs of our awa, its creatures, plants and those
who live along its 425km journey to gift
the water into the ocean so in turn it can remain healthy to nurture marine life and, in turn full cycle,
humanity. I say to Watercare "when I have picked all
the mandarins from my tree, do I jump the fence and pick the neighbour's?"
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Logic would tell me that all experts are working with scientific fact. So then all experts from all parties should
agree? So then how is it possible that
experts for different parties don't?
Finally, my message to Watercare: The lungs of the Waikato Delta are for everyone, rever this taonga and hold it
tight. Auckland has bright young, lateral-thinkers in its universities to find the answers. Old ways have been
shameful - new ways are required.
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with best wishes
Véronique Cornille
"Humanity is waging war on nature, this is suicidal. Nature always strikes back, and is already doing so
(wild fires & heat waves Western US and Canada - floods Europe - record temperatures everywhere all
seasons) with growing force and fury." Antonio Guterres - UN Secretary General
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Sara Thomas-Hall
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Sara Thomas-Hall
Friday, 23 July 2021 5:14 pm
RE: Site Visits

Kia ora Veronique
I have just left a message on your voicemail regarding your site visit request as in your email dated 7 July
2021.
Site visit suggestions will be an item on the agenda at the pre-hearing meeting, which will be held via video
conference on 30 July 2021, at 2pm. If you would like to attend this (viturally), please confirm with me ASAP
so we can ensure your suggestion is an item on the agenda if you wish.
More about the pre-hearing meeting is available on our website here: Read Memorandum 6: Pre-hearing
Meeting
Any other patai (questions) please don’t hesitate to be in touch.
Ngā mihi maioha,
Sara
On behalf of the Watercare Project Team
Land & Oceans Applications
0800 722 667

Follow us on Facebook, Twitter and LinkedIn.
Our New Zealand Business Number Is 9429041901977.
This email message and any attachment(s) are intended for the addressee(s) only.
If you receive this message in error, please notify the sender and delete the message and any attachment(s).

From: watercareapplication
Sent: Wednesday, 7 July 2021 3:22 pm
To: Véronique Cornille
Subject: RE: Site Visits
Kia ora Veronique
Thank you for your email. We will communicate this request to the Board for consideration at their next
meeting, as the members are beginning to consider site visit planning.
Site visits will also be an item on the agenda for the pre-hearing meeting, which was referred to in the last
update email. To recap, those who are intending to present at the hearing are encouraged to attend the
meeting. It will be held via video conference on the 30 July 2021 (time yet to be confirmed). More information
about this is available on the EPA website:
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Read the Board memoranda on our website
If you have any further questions about this, your previous email or anything else, please don’t hesitate to be
in touch.
Ngā mihi maioha,
Sara
On behalf of the Watercare Project Team
Land & Oceans Applications
0800 722 667

Follow us on Facebook, Twitter and LinkedIn.
Our New Zealand Business Number Is 9429041901977.
This email message and any attachment(s) are intended for the addressee(s) only.
If you receive this message in error, please notify the sender and delete the message and any attachment(s).

From: Véronique Cornille
>
Sent: Wednesday, 7 July 2021 7:38 am
To: watercareapplication <watercareapplication@epa.govt.nz>
Subject: Site Visits
Ata Mārie Sara
I'm not sure at what stage I would ask that the Board if they could visit, by boat, the Delta area (including its islands and channels) of
the Waikato River. This is the area below the Tuakau treatment plant from the Tuakau bridge to the mouth of the river. In the past I
have accompanied the Harbour Master for Port Waikato (Maritime Services team - Waikato Regional Council). It is my belief that
without seeing the delta it is not possible to see the impact on these wetland lungs of the river and its islands. This part of the river is
very much an area out of sight and hard to imagine without experiencing it.
with best wishes
Véronique Cornille
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Sara Thomas-Hall
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Véronique Cornille
Wednesday, 7 July 2021 7:12 am
watercareapplication
New Supporting Evidence

Categories:

Copied to SharePoint

Dear Sara
This NZ Herald article below is new and very relevant information so I ask that you consider attaching it as evidence
to my submission (acknowledging NZ Herald copyright).
I also have a photo of a sludge "island"next to the Port Waikato wharf, taken on Saturday last. I do not visit the area
regularly and i was surprised to see these sludge "islands" floating by and strewn along the water's edge. This too is
new information. I am not good at sending photos via the net, but will give it a go in another email - and would like
that included as well.
with best wishes
Véronique Cornille
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New Zealand's wetlands have been been shrunken to just over 10 per cent of their historical extent. Photo / Warren
Buckland
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By: Jamie Morton
Science Reporter, NZ Herald
jamie.morton@nzherald.co.nz@Jamienzherald
They've been described as the kidneys of our natural ecosystems, filtering out sediments and nutrients and feeding
much-needed water into drought-prone areas.
But today, New Zealand's wetlands have been shrunk to just over 10 per cent of their historical extent – and an area
the equivalent of 14,000 football fields has been lost in the last three decades alone.
Around 90 per cent of these soggy refuges - vital for supporting plant and animal life - have vanished in the face of
development.
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Home to an abundance of species like shorebirds, eels, whitebait, mangroves and kahikatea, our wetlands once
stretched across more than 2.5 million ha of countryside - that had now dwindled to less than 250,000ha, new
research shows.
The study, published in the New Zealand Journal of Ecology, and carried out as part of an MBIE-funded programme,
drew on satellite images to obtain an updated stocktake of the country's wetlands.
"The total area of wetlands in New Zealand is now given as 249,214 ha, which is 10.08 per cent of the historical
extent," said lead author Dr John Dymond, of Manaaki Whenua-Landcare Research.
"The most surprising result is that loss is still continuing, even though most wetlands are protected in environmental
regulations, and even though we have already lost over 90 per cent of historic wetlands."
The research found that, between 1996 and 2018, just under 6000ha of wetland disappeared.
"This is two per cent of the remaining wetlands," said Dymond, who added that the specific drivers for the recent loss
were still to be formally assessed.
Rare and threatened species that relied on our remaining wetlands include the bittern or matuku, and the Canterbury
mudfish.
The Corybas carsei, or swamp helmet orchid, now only had one population remaining, at the Whangamarino Wetlands
near Te Kauwhata in northern Waikato.
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A pukeko takes flight within Waikato's Whangamarino Wetlands. Photo / Kenny Rodger

Yet, despite wetlands' importance to our environment, New Zealand currently had only seven of 2300 listed worldwide
under the Ramsar Convention on Wetlands of International Importance.
"Every single remaining wetland is important for birds and fish, and for us - they reduce the effects of climate change
through cooling, flood protection, drought reduction and the list goes on," Forest and Bird freshwater conservation
advocate Annabeth Cohen said.
"This research shows that there is still a mountain of work to do to map the full extent of wetlands in New Zealand."
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Auckland's wetlands extent before human occupation. Image / Forest and Bird
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Auckland's wetland extent now. Image / Forest and Bird

Earlier this year, the National Wetland Trust released its own report exploring the state of play, finding that 5400ha of
freshwater wetland vegetation, along with almost 140ha of saline wetland vegetation, was destroyed through human
actions.
About 90 percent was converted to grassland for grazing, the trust reported, and the greatest period of loss occurred
between 2008 and 2012 – an average of 370ha each year.
The regions that took the biggest hits were Southland, Northland, Waikato and the West Coast, while Gisborne lost
the greatest proportion – 15 per cent - of its 1996 extent of freshwater wetland vegetation.
The trust pointed out that, while most councils had appropriate policy objectives, and all regional plans had wetland
drainage rules, these varied in strength and some failed to control wetland vegetation clearance.
"These factors combined to create a loophole for wetland loss – vegetation could be cleared as a permitted activity,
stripping the site of its significance and enabling drainage without the need for any resource consents," the trust
reported.
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Lake Wairarapa is one of just seven New Zealand sites protected under the Ramsar Convention on Wetlands of
International Importance. Photo / John Rhodes
"Lack of enforcement appears to be a major contributing factor, with an apparently low risk of penalty for illegal
drainage, and few 'example-setting' prosecutions to encourage compliance with rules and consent conditions."
Cohen argued not enough was to protect remaining areas, and her group was calling on the Government to establish
a national restoration plan.
Forest and Bird was thankful, however, that new freshwater regulations would see wetland areas extensively mapped
so they could be better protected.
"This work can't come fast enough."
But how recently-introduced Government-set "bottom line" rules formally define wetlands have already drawn
confusion and frustration from land users.
As he released the first of three pieces of legislation which will replace the Resource Management Act this
week, Environment Minister David Parker said those freshwater rules would need to be fixed.
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